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Challenges With Preparing Executives

Counter-intuitive skills

Typical exec skills like big-picture 
thinking and controlling the room 

can backfire on the stand

Buy-in resistance

Good testimony requires 
valuable resources (time, 
energy, focus), routinely 
leading to exec pushback 

Perception hurdles

Juries often more critical of exec 
testimony; higher risk of alienation 

(“just a few million dollars”)



Executive Preparation:
Do’s and Don’ts



3 Phases of Effective Preparation:

INITIAL                    
PLANNING

IN-PERSON                   
PREP SESSIONS

EVE OF                           
TESTIMONY



Initial Planning

Manage the exec’s 
expectations early

• Get buy in

• Explain challenges and need 
for their time/effort

• Have outside counsel bullet 
point the agenda and 
specific time needed

Rely on apex motions to delay 
initial planning

• Apex motions hard to 
predict -- no guarantees

• At minimum, should 
continue pre-prep planning 
as if motion will be denied 



Initial Planning

Determine depo goals AND 
chances of calling exec at trial

• If exec will be a trial witness, 
prepare to defend major 
themes and points; no “I don’t 
know” to basic questions

• If exec will be a trial witness 
with limited availability, or may 
be gone, take on direct

Put too much on the exec’s plate

• Execs normally best in limited 
role on key issues

• (Almost) always designate non-
execs as corporate 
representatives



Initial Planning

Determine set of potential             
“pain documents” for exec 

• Include key docs involving the 
exec AND best and “worst” 
docs in case (even if exec 
uninvolved); no sound bites

• Also collect key “rebuttal” 
docs to arm exec during prep

Limit document search to            
discovery exchange

• Execs often shown “surprise” 
exhibits (articles, SEC filings, 
website, social media, etc.)

• Don’t forget to review 
relevant public filings



Initial Planning

Lock in exec’s schedule for in-
person prep sessions

• Optimally two sessions: 1-2 
weeks out and just before 
testimony

• Prep remotely with screen 
technology

• Flexibility; outside counsel focus

Schedule near “high-stress” 
events

• Avoid dates near board 
meetings, etc. 

• Also applies to depos –
negotiate away from bad dates 



In-Person Prep Sessions

Start with the bad news: 
execs usually make subpar 

witnesses

• Good for buy-in: normally 
taken as a challenge

• Disarms honest feedback 
during moot sessions

Tell exec to act/dress like a 
different person

• Does not work

• Usually backfires and 
makes exec look 
disingenuous



In-Person Prep Sessions

• Teach the case AND the law

• Walk through basic facts and points of contention

• Explain legal framework relevant to exec’s testimony

• Do some prep where the depo will take place; familiarity

• Explain both sides’ goals for exec’s testimony

• Roadmap a “cheat sheet” for exec to lock in during moot

• Main issues/phrases/answers to avoid

• Points to emphasize (if any)

• “Safe harbor” answers (2-3 simple concepts per topic)



In-Person Prep Sessions

• Focus on what matters

• CREDIBILITY CREDIBILITY CREDIBILITY

• Make the other side work

• Best answer = most direct and believable

• Don’t accept bad questions, stick to your guns; you have the power

• Practice, Practice, Practice
• Review “pain docs” by topic

• Mock Q&A for every topic; no droning

• Feedback

• Repeat for new topic



In-Person Prep Sessions

Give examples of common 
exec pitfalls

• Combative/evasive 
answers

• Speaking for others

• Loaded questions

• questions

(trade secrets case)

Q: Well, how would you feel if someone at [your 
company] was sitting in on highly confidential 
strategic meetings as an executive when it’s a 
100% certain they are going to a competitor?

A: I think – I think it’s very clear to say that your 
question is very subjective.  Your question is 
far too subjective and requires a lot more 
details to have an opinion on it.

Q: So you don’t have an opinion?

A: I don’t have an opinion on your subjective 
question.                                                  



In-Person Prep Sessions

Give examples of common 
exec pitfalls

• Combative/evasive 
answers

• Speaking for others

• Loaded questions

• questions

Q: You think [former company] was okay with you 
leaving with their confidential information?

A: I cannot comment on that.

Q: Okay.  So would [current company] be okay 
with one of its executives leaving for a 
competitor with thousands of confidential 
documents without telling them about that?

A: I cannot comment on that.   

Q: Well, you’re the COO of [current company].  
Would you be okay with that?

A: I cannot comment on [current company’s] 
policy.



In-Person Prep Sessions

Give examples of common 
exec pitfalls

• Combative/evasive 
answers

• Speaking for others

• Loaded questions

• questions

(contract interpretation case)

Q: And in this email from [subordinate 1] to 
[subordinate 2], [subordinate 1] says that the 
contract ends on Jan. 1, 2020, correct?

A: Yes.

Q: So -- at least until the lawyers got involved –
the employees at [your company] that 
worked with the contract on a daily basis 
understood that it expired on Jan. 1, 2020, 
correct?

A: I -- yes, that’s correct.     



In-Person Prep Sessions

Give examples of common 
exec pitfalls

• Combative/evasive 
answers

• Speaking for others

• Loaded questions

•

Examples:

• As CEO, you approved the guaranteed supply 
contract that your company signed with 
[company X], correct?  

• So even though you reviewed your company’s 
10-K and signed a declaration to the SEC 
confirming it was accurate, you are now telling 
this jury that [statement in 10-K] is false?

• Isn’t it true that during your 8 years as CEO, 
your company did not have any policy that  
protected whistleblowers in your company 
from retaliation by their superiors? 



In-Person Prep Sessions
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In-Person Prep Sessions
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In-Person Prep Sessions
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In-Person Prep Sessions

Offer immediate and 
honest feedback

• Blunt feedback always 
better than bad 
testimony

• Best to have multiple 
attorneys for feedback

Let exec over-rely on              
“I don’t know”

• Overused as safe harbor; 
juries hate this from 
execs

• Teach helpful alternates 
for trial (“Need to ask …”)



In-Person Prep Sessions
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In-Person Prep Sessions
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Eve of Testimony

Discuss any last-minute 
concerns or tweaks

• Ask exec for any lingering 
concerns since prep

• If strategy tweak needed, 
trust exec to handle

Greatly expand direct exam 
unless absolutely necessary 

• All told, testimony by 
execs loses more cases 
than it wins

• Must clear expansion with 
exec first -- no surprises



Eve of Testimony

Early morning walkthrough

• Have exec arrive early

• Show room and hot seat

• Recap goals and key points; 
warm-up

• “We are right”

• “You have the power… not 
them”

Leave exec alone while “on deck” 
at trial

• Have attorney with exec in 
breakout room

• Can mock or discuss, but keep 
focus on case

• Do not forget to put yourself in 
their shoes—pump them up


